PRESIDENTIAL SUPPORT

Obama’s Success Rate His Lowest Yet
President Barack Obama’s success rate on votes on which he took a clear position declined in 2012, as often happens in a president’s
fourth year. He won on fewer than 20 percent of House votes — the lowest for any president except George W. Bush in 2007 — though he
held his own in the Senate, winning almost 80 percent of the time. The data in the graphic combine House and Senate figures.
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opposition doesn’t change that.”
House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi of California offered an opposite view. “The president knows our views, shares our values, and
we respect his leadership,” she says. “Democrats in the House may
not have the gavel, but we have unity.”
For rank-and-file lawmakers as well, the guiding principle is politics, not policy, Lee says. Presidential positions make it harder for
members of the opposite party to sign on, even on proposals that
would seem to fit their ideological perspective. For members of the
president’s party, a presidential position serves as an inducement to
get in line, even when the vote might require an explanation.
Why else did so many Republicans vote for Bush’s 2002 “No Child
Left Behind” law increasing federal aid for elementary and secondary
education? Or why did they pass his expensive new Medicare drug
benefit in 2004? Both are now anathema to many Republicans.
Likewise, why have Democrats mostly laid down their swords on
the drone strikes overseas that have targeted American citizens or
the eavesdropping by government agents on phone calls originating abroad but sometimes involving Americans? When Bush was
president, they criticized him for similar policies.
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In September 2011, Obama addressed a joint session of Congress
to offer new jobs legislation. The proposals in it, he noted, were ones
that had won bipartisan support in the past. But when the Senate
brought up the ideas, including tax cuts for companies that hire new
workers or bring jobs back from overseas, Republicans blocked them.
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House Republicans supported President Barack Obama on only 17 percent of the votes on which he took a position last year, the lowest presidential support score on record for the GOP. Senate Democrats didn’t
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